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IN THE NEWS: Innovative Clinical Trials
FDA moves to encourage A.I. in
medicine, drug development

Telehealth providers trying to
stand out

Biotech Firm Grail Takes The
First Steps In Its Quest For A
Blood Test For Cancer

Qiagen, Freenome Partner
to Improve Companion
Diagnostic Development

Seattle biopharmaceutical startup
developing a treatment for nerve-agent
attacks

Freenome Sets Sights On Blood
Test To Detect Colon Cancer

MC10 gets its first FDA
clearance for BioStamp
nPoint, a sensor platform for
clinical trials

Enrollment for the NIH's Ambitious 'All of Us'
Precision Medicine Project Begins This Weekend

Current State: Limited Digital Health Technology in Interventional
Clinical Trials and the Pharmaceutical Industry
• Only 28 pharmaceutical trials in 12 countries successfully used eConsent to
consent patients
• Only 52 of the thousands of clinical trials that include sleep or activity endpoints,
included actigraphy (clinicaltrials.gov)

Accelerating Adoption of Patient-Facing Technologies in Clinical Trials
A Pharmaceutical Industry Perspective on Opportunities and Challenges
Ashley M. Polhemus et al.,
Therapeutic Innovation and regulatory Science 10/18
TransCelerate
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TransCelerate is a Not for Profit Entity Created to Drive Collaboration

Our vision
To improve the health of people around the world by accelerating and
simplifying the research and development of innovative new
therapies.

Our mission
To collaborate across the global research and development
community to identify, prioritize, design and facilitate implementation
of solutions designed to drive the efficient, effective and high quality
delivery of new medicines.

TransCelerate Membership

Challenges
The use of Patient Technology in the clinical trial space is growing but not necessarily
wide-spread in terms of adoption. Many companies have conducted pilots, but the
perceived challenges to full-scale implementation in global trials can be large and hard
to overcome.
Today we have:
• High barriers to entry for first adopters of Patient Technology

• Regulatory uncertainty
• Limited knowledge sharing and collaboration
• Lack of defined processes, methods and tools
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TransCelerate Survey of the Current State

379

75

Member company
survey responses

With TransCelerate member company
representatives using a standardized,
eight-section discussion guide

Administered to SMEs in the
pharmaceutical industry who work with
clinical trials and patient-facing technology

186

Site survey
responses

Administered to sites that had previously
used or were currently using patientfacing technology in a clinical trial

Note: Survey and interview responses were compiled, blinded and aggregated
by third-party consultant before dissemination to members.

Member company
interviews

Research
Methods
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Patient Advisory Board
Participants

Commissioned to conduct focus-group
type discussion about patient
experience in clinical trials

Accelerating Adoption of Patient-Facing Technologies in Clinical Trials
Therapeutic Innovation and regulatory Science 10/18
TransCelerate
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Member Company Perceptions – Purpose of Technologies
Primary Purpose of Technologies
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Sponsors primarily use PT to
increase patient centricity
and increase efficiency in
clinical trial conduct
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experience
patient burden
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Accelerating Adoption of Patient-Facing Technologies in Clinical Trials effectiveness)
Therapeutic Innovation and regulatory Science 10/18
TransCelerate

Improving
internal
study/site
processes

Improving drug
insights

Other

*Total Respondents = 340

Site and Sponsor Perceptions - Comparing Perceptions of Patient
Technology
Patients are willing to use technology in
clinical research
100%
90%
80%

5%

0%

8%

1%

20%

70%

Patients want clinical trials to be more
digital
100%

8%

90%

8%
25%

80%

49%

70%

60%

60%

50%

50%

40%

40%

75%

30%

5%

48%

54%

30%

42%

20%

20%

10%

10%

0%

0%
Member

Strongly agree or agree

Site
Neutral or mixed feelings

38%
16%
Member

Disagree or strongly disagree

Site
Cannot Assess/Not Applicable
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Opportunities
But, the challenges are worth overcoming!
The use of patient technology in clinical trials can benefit not only the
individual patient, but the broader patient community.
• Improving patient experience in clinical trials (e.g., less site visits)
• Enabling collection of richer, more meaningful data (e.g., real-world, realtime)
• Enriching outcomes of clinical trials (e.g., improved safety profiles)
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Patient

Clinical Site

Patient

Patient

Disclaimer: for example
purposes only. Not an
endorsement of any product

Patient
Current Static Evaluations

Mobile Parkinson Observatory for Worldwide, Evidencebased research (mPower; NCT02696603) trial that aims to
understand different aspects of movement disorders purely
through an iPhone App based interface

Patient
Google is developing cancer
and heart attack detector

How nanoparticles could detect the disease early

28 October 2014
Google is aiming to diagnose
cancers, impending heart
attacks or strokes and other
diseases, at a much earlier stage
than is currently possible.
The company is working on
technology that combines diseasedetecting nanoparticles, which
would enter a patient's bloodstream
via a swallowed pill, with a wristworn sensor.

Nanoparticles are tiny;
more than 2,000 could fit
inside a red blood cell.

Nanoparticles circulate in
the bloodstream and
attach to certain cells,
including cancer cells

A device worn outside the
body can detect the
nanoparticles and provide
useful information to
doctors

Connectivity & Security

Data Suppliers

Data Handling

Data Repositories

Disclaimer: for
example purposes
only. Not an
endorsement of any
product

Data Suppliers

Data Handling

Smart Analytics Platform

Data Repositories

Disclaimer: for
example purposes
only. Not an
endorsement of any
product

Objectives for Digital Health and AI Activities at Merck
Therapies: Novel agents with therapeutic effects
• Chemicals, biologics, treatments, optimizations, …
Phenotypes: Clearer disease signals using digital methods
• Sensor devices, AI on patho/radiology, molecular biomarkers, time sampling
Engagement: Motivated and adherent patients, better outcomes
• At-home participation, adherence monitoring, trial-finding, e-diaries, …

Strategies: Efficient and well-targeted development strategies
• Patient populations, trial outcomes, value-based analyses, …
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What is Merck doing about it?
Pre-competitive consortia: Better data capture and analysis
• Aligning methods and standards with other pharma (eg, TransCelerate)

Exploring new technologies: Fostering key capabilities
• Working with emerging companies (eg, merckghifund.com)

e.g.

Smart Trials: Discovering better ways to run studies
• Patient-centric studies with at-home monitoring and e-diaries
Collaborating with big tech: Improved discovery and better measurements
• Exploring cutting-edge AI methods with leaders in the field
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Limitations in Current Clinical Development Paradigm

Reference for the image:
http://www.niaid.nih.gov/topics/hivaids/research/vaccines/clinical/Pages/clini
calResearchSites.aspx

• Site-centric study designs
• Lack of understanding of adherence
• Lack of remote patient engagement
Patient Hours Spent…
“No covariate can have a bigger impact than not taking
the drug.” Y. Wang (FDA) at ACDRS meeting, September 2013
In clinic
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LOW

Cost, Skill,
Burden

Cost, Skill,
Burden

Clinic

HIGH

Site Centric Approach:
Bring the patient to the trial

Patients

What if we could engage the patient more often, at their convenience?

Patient-Centric Approach:
Bring the trial to the patient
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Smart Trials: A Patient Centric Approach to Enriching Clinical Trial
Data
Smart Sampling: technologies for use in the

Smart Dosing: technologies to
record and transmit dosing
information (i.e. if and when the
patient took the drug)

Smart Analytics: analytic platforms that
can integrate and visualize data in real-time

Disclaimer: These are just a few examples of
the technologies and not an endorsement of
any product.

Smart
Dosing

Smart
Analytics

Smart
Sampling

Digital
Biomarkers

outpatient setting to collect PK, PD, or
biomarker samples coupled with date/time
stamps

Digital Biomarkers: objective measures
collected using digital devices that reflect
physiological responses to disease
progression or therapeutic intervention

Clinical Pilots Assessing Technologies
Pilot 1

Pilot 2
Study treatment regimen

Sitagliptin 50 mg QD

Sitagliptin 100 mg QD

Study Design
16 healthy volunteer subjects

Period 1: at home
Smart Dosing
Date/time capture of dosing at home for 14 days
Smart bottle

Smart blister pack
e-diary (ePRO)

Smart Sampling
Fingerstick DBS with barcode scanning into e-diary for date/time stamp

Period 2: in clinic
Traditional staff administered dosing, sampling, and data capture

Questionnaire for participant feedback
Device performance, at home activities, training
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Data Streams
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Smart Dosing Results

Time

Dosing Times in Period 1 Captured by Smart Packaging and Self-Reported
in eDiary vs. Study Day for Each Subject

Study Day
Noncompliant Subject
- Missed doses on multiple days
- 2-3 doses removed from blister pack on some study days
- Dosing outside 6-10AM window
- Discrepancies between eDiary and smart package data
Note: Four data points between 11 AM and 9 PM are not shown in above figure (3 from Smart Package and 1 from eDiary)

Smart Sampling Results
PK Data:
Individual and Geometric Mean (95% CI) Fingerstick DBS
Sitagliptin Ctrough Values

At-Home

In-Clinic

Conclusion
• Smart Trials is improving the science and convenience of clinical trials through digital health
and outpatient sampling technologies
• Results of pilot studies have:
– Demonstrated the feasibility and subject acceptance of digital health and outpatient sampling
technologies
– Identified areas of focus for further investigation

• Technologies are being actively considered for portfolio opportunities for meaningful
inclusion of these approaches into clinical development programs
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Digital Health– Vision
Imagine a world where:
Connected
devices
(Platform)
Faster
decision
making
(dashboard)

Automation
(Acquisition &
integration)

•

Data is available in real time, easily integrated to enable quick
analytics and decision making

•

Enable rapid decision making (Phase appropriate)

•

Digital biomarkers are easily available and ready for clinical trial

•

You choose devices you need (e.g. shopping cart model)

•

Platform provider manages vendor e.g. is accountable for
qualification, maintenance, documentation and upkeep

•

Patients remain engaged with the platform and comply providing all
data needed for the trial

•

One app - one mobile device - one study

•

We learn and adapt quickly (e.g. patient feedback)
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Where Can Industry, Academia, and Regulators Come Together?
• Steep curve from pilot trials → routine application of “smart” approaches in clinical
trials
Partnership Opportunities:
• Shared experiences of best practices and business case development frameworks
• Pre-competitive technology and platform development/validation
• Focused discussions with regulators and payers to shape policy and provide clarity on
expectations
• Approaches for data analysis
– prospectively defined adherence analyses, big data handling, qualification of digital biomarkers,
etc.

• Role for consortia, IQ, Clinical Trial Transformation Initiative, Transcelerate
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THANK YOU
Smart Trials Team
Marissa F. Dockendorf, Gowri Murthy, Kevin P. Bateman, Prajakti
A. Kothare, Melanie Anderson, Iris Xie, Jeffrey R. Sachs, Rubi
Burlage, Andra Goldman, Matthew Moyer, Jyoti K. Shah, Rachel
Ruba, Lisa Shipley and Jane Harrelson
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